WorkStation
An intuitive web application for integrated portfolio
and risk management

Powerful Reporting and Analysis
F3 WorkStation helps you make improved
portfolio management and hedging
decisions with the following:
• What-if/ Scenario Analysis
• Greeks and Sensitivities
• Value at Risk (VaR) analysis and
reporting, including Marginal,
Incremental and Conditional VaR
• Stress Tests
• Cash Flow / Liquidity Analysis

The Solution
F3 WorkStation is an intuitive web application that empowers portfolio and hedge fund
managers, traders, and risk managers with consistent valuation and shared data across
the platform. Users are able to quickly and accurately value and manage their trades in all
asset classes and from all sources, review and adjust their FINCAD pricing environment, and
monitor risk and positions using a suite of standard and customizable reports and views.

How You Benefit
Screens and reports in F3 WorkStation can be customized to users’ exact needs, configured for
specific workflow and integrated with other systems—enabling you to work smarter and faster.
A sampling of insightful F3 WorkStation reports and analysis are below:

Trade Blotter

• Mark-to-market
• P&L with Attribution
• Rate Reset
• Your Custom Report

Find trades and monitor activity by any criteria you choose. Validate trades from all sources,
reconcile with execution platforms, brokers and fund administrators.

P&L Attribution
Track P&L and investigate trade
and market effects with detailed,
configurable attribution.

Scenario Analysis
Analyze the impact of multiple user
defined scenarios and compare within
and across portfolios.

Rate and Inflation Risk Summary
Gain a succinct view of headline and
bucketed rate and inflation exposures
with drilldown to instrument sensitivity
for detailed inspection.

Curve Comparison
View the curves built in F3. Compare
them to previous close, view basis
between curves or review any scenario
effect, across multiple curves at once.

Market Data Management
View market data used in F3. Edit data
as part of ‘what-if’ analysis. Edit and
validate the EOD snapshot prior to
official reporting.

Value at Risk (VaR) Analysis
Run customized VaR calculations
intraday and at the end of day, with full
control over scenarios, time horizon and
confidence levels. View results at an
aggregated level, and drill down to view
individual trades. Understand tail risk
with expected shortfall (or cVaR), mVaR
and IVaR.
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Take the next step
An established leader with more than 25 years of experience, FINCAD provides innovative
and trusted financial analytics software to organizations worldwide. With deep market
understanding, a client-centered business approach, and unmatched quantitative and software
engineering expertise, FINCAD is uniquely positioned to lead the market in enterprise valuation
and risk technology. FINCAD serves more than 1,000 organizations across the globe. To learn
more about FINCAD’s award-winning solutions, please visit fincad.com.
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